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Abstract— Understanding and improving global mobility has
gained increased interest during the last decades. However,
studies on the railway network are spatially limited so far,
mostly investigating the domestic network of a country. Data
availability is a major limiting factor for the analysis of these
networks. Despite the increased open data movement, network
operators are often reluctant to publish their infrastructure
and passenger data. Existing large-scale studies usually make
use of hand-collected data, for instance, based on historical
cartographies. In this paper, we develop and implement a
methodology to extract the worldwide railway skeleton network
from the open data repository OpenStreetMap, where nodes are
stations/waypoints and links are weights with information such
as spatial distance, gauge, and maximum speed. We describe
how we solved several data cleansing and scalability issues and
developed network simplification techniques, in order to obtain
an adequate representation of the network. We show that the
network breaks down into few large and many small components.
Furthermore, we show that this public data set can be used
for efficient minimum travel time estimation between stations or
cities. This paper leads to the development of a new research data
set and contributes toward the ability of analyzing global mobility
patterns, particularly regarding multimodality and cross-country
transportation.
Index Terms— Worldwide railway network, OpenStreetMap,
global mobility.

I. I NTRODUCTION

E

FFICIENT and resilient transportation is fundamental
for economic development and it is one of the major
challenges of the 21st century. Research on transportation networks has gained increased interests during the last decades.
Examples for analysis include, origin-destination demand estimation [1], [2], multi-layer transportation [3], [4], resilience
analysis [5], [6], competition and cooperation studies between
network operators [7], [8], communication processes [9], [10],
and temporal evolution [11]–[13]. For these analysis, transportation networks are modeled as complex networks with
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nodes (airports, railway stations, route points, etc.) connected
by links (flight connections, physical infrastructure links, etc.),
at different levels of granularity, seasonality, and type [14].
Most transportation networks, and man-made networks in
general, exhibit highly similar statistical characteristics, while
displaying substantial non-trivial topological features: The
patterns of connection between the elements of the networks
are neither purely regular nor purely random [15]. Therefore,
it is interesting and important to analyze the properties of these
networks.
Studies on the railway network are spatially limited so far,
mostly investigating the domestic network of a country, for
instance, in China [13], [16], [17], India [18], [19], history of
European railway [20], or rather local urban networks [21].
Other researchers have looked at high-speed railway specific
research problems, such as, demand estimation [22], and
competition/cooperation with air transport [23]. Moreover, one
difficulty when dealing with small subsystems is that smallscale data provides poor statistics [24].
Data availability is a major limiting factor for analysis
of railway networks. Despite of the increased Open Datamovement, network operators are often reluctant to publish
their infrastructure and passenger data. Existing studies at large
scales usually make use of hand-collected data, for instance,
based on historical cartographies [20]. However, this data is
not being made available for public use.
In this paper, we propose a method to extract the Worldwide
Railway Network (WRN), where a node is a waypoint/station
and a link between two nodes describes whether two nodes
are physically connected in the infrastructure network. As
a data source, we use OpenStreetMap (OSM), a community
project that aims to create a free editable map of the world,
started in 2004. Within the last 12 years, OSM data has
become an accurate representation of the world, particularly
for urban areas [25]–[27]; spurred by the development of
cheap, yet accurate GPS devices and the increased usage of
smartphones. The major contributions of our study are as
follows:
1) We extract the worldwide railway network and its components from an otherwise highly inaccessible (more
than 30 GB of compressed data) and rather inconsistent (requiring non-trivial data cleansing) dataset. The
extraction is described in detail, addressing several data
management problems, for instance, data cleansing and
scalability of algorithms. The result of our transformation is a consistent representation of the worldwide
railway network, requiring a few dozen MB of storage
only and being able to be processed on commodity
hardware. Moreover, we publish the source code of our
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extraction technique.1 Not only does this ensure reproducibility of our study, but also increase the scientific
impact [28], [29].
2) We develop a set of network simplification techniques,
which aid us to significantly reduce the number of nodes
and links in the network, while keeping an accurate
representation of inter-station connections. Such a step
is necessary, if scalable post-processing is required.
3) We identify and analyze the largest components in the
worldwide railway network and find that the network
extracted from OSM is a planar network, which breaks
down into few very large, and many smaller components.
Furthermore, we show that this data is useful to analyze
high-speed railways as well as for efficient travel time
prediction between stations/cities.
4) Our work is a significant contribution towards the ability
of analyzing global mobility patterns, in the face of
multi-modal transportation. Particularly, future work can
use our methods and algorithms to investigate largescale cooperation/competition between air transport and
railway systems, the analysis of global multi-layer transportation resilience, and more accurate mode-dependent
origin-destination demand estimation.
It should be noted, that the major contribution of this paper is
not an analysis of the network itself, but rather the presentation
and discussion of a technique to extract the worldwide railway network for future use in global transportation research.
Clearly, the automated extraction of such a huge network poses
tremendous challenges, not all of which can be addressed and
solved in a single paper. Therefore, we hope that our work
is an initial stimulation towards public usable railway data.
We envision that our work contributes to the improvement of
railway operations, such as positive train control [30]. Among
others, the following use cases of our extraction method,
mostly related to the automatic travel time estimation over
long distances:
1) Assessment of accessibility of regions to public
infrastructure. Examples include the accessibility to jobs,
airports, or touristic hot spots.
2) The addition of new railway lines and the increase of
maximum speed is always a trade off between cost and
benefit. The benefits of new railway infrastructure can be
conveniently evaluated with the abstraction of a worldwide network; such experiments cannot be performed
with existing APIs to websites such as Google Maps or
Baidu Maps.
3) Similarly, estimating the resilience of transportation networks by simulating the removal of infrastructure links
and their impacts on overall travel times of passengers
is an interesting direction for future work. Again, these
experiments need to work on network representations.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
In Section II, we describe the data sets and methods for the
extraction of the worldwide railway network. The results of
our study are presented in Section III, where we perform
1 We make our source code available for free academic use at Github. The
link is: https://github.com/hubsw/OSMRailway.
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sensitivity analysis of simplification parameters on smaller
regions first, followed by the discussion of the extracted
worldwide railway network. We conclude with a summary of
our findings and discuss possible direction for future work in
Section IV.
II. DATA AND M ETHODS
This section describes the data and methodology used in our
study. The goal is to extract a consistent model of the worldwide railway network from the planet file of OpenStreetMap
(OSM, http://planet.osm.org/). OSM is community project that
aims to create a free editable map of the world, started in 2004.
Technically, it belongs to the area of crowd-sourcing, referring
to how large groups of users can perform functions that are
either difficult to automate or expensive to implement; OSM
is one of the leading examples of such an effort [31]. While,
in general, there is no reliable estimation if a certain object
or other detailed attribute information is included in OSM, the
amount of coverage in urban areas is very high [32]. As part of
the OSM effort is transportation modes throughout the world
are being modeled, including stations and physical layout of
lines. In our study, we use the data from OSM to extract a
global network between railway stations. In our study, we
model the WRN as a network N, L, S, f N , f L , where N is
a set of nodes, L is a set of links between nodes, S ⊆ N is
a set of stations, f N assigns key-value pairs to nodes in the
network and f L assigns key-value pairs to links in the network.
We break down our methods for modeling the WRN into four
steps as follows:
1) Data Extraction, Transformation, and Loading (See
Section II-A): During this step, we load data from
the planet OSM file into intermediate data structure
and fix general inconsistencies, introduced during the
mapping process. Particularly, this process introduces
some data cleansing tasks, specific to the problem of
railway modelling in OSM.
2) Connecting the Network (See Section II-B): The WRN,
as modeled in OSM, is highly disconnected into smaller
components, many of which are unintentionally created.
We address this problem by carefully devising an efficient and effective component merging strategy, which
connects close nodes in the network, whenever they are
appropriate to be connected.
3) Connecting Stations to the WRN (See Section II-C):
Mappers often model stations as separate nodes or complex areas, which leads to the problem that stations are
often disconnected from the network. In order to solve
this problem, we identify singular nodes for stations
and connect them with their closest infrastructure way
segments.
4) Network Simplification (See Section II-D): Since we are
interested in an inter-station network, several infrastructure elements, such as, spurs and sidings, are not relevant
to the skeleton of station network. Moreover, the level
of detail in urban areas is very high; higher than necessary in our study. We address the problem by significantly simplifying the network, substantially reducing
the number of nodes and links, while still preserving all
information relevant for inter-station connections.
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A. Data Extraction, Transformation, and Loading
We follow the general process of Extract-Transform-Load,
as it is used in many data warehouse scenarios [33]. Data
extraction refers to the process of getting data out of the
original data source; transformation addresses storing data in a
proper data structure for the purposes of analysis, while fixing
obvious inconsistencies; and loading is the finalizing process
of data creation.
1) Extraction: The original release of the planet file, covering global data, can be found at http://planet.osm.org/. Other
mirrors exist which provide local snapshots at city/country
level, e.g. at http://download.geofabrik.de/. During the last
decade, a set of different file formats have been proposed
by the community, each with its own limitations. Originally,
the planet file is encoded as a semi-structured XML file.
Since this file is rather large (approx. 600 GB), it is often
compressed using bzip2, which leads to a file size of around
49 GB. Nevertheless, in order to parse the data, accessing such
large semi-structured files is rather slow and cumbersome.
Therefore, during the last years, a different file format has
been developed: PBF [34]. PBF is a binary format, based
on Google protocol buffer, which is 1) a natively compressed format, 2) much faster to process than the semistructured format, and 3) allows for random access to the
data. For our experiments, we used the planet file available
at http://planet.osm.org/pbf/planet-latest.osm.pbf (accessed on
May 17t h , 2016). In order to parse the file, we have used the
Python library imposm (2.6.0).
2) Transformation: Many objects modeling railway lines
are attached with a tag maxspeed. This value of such a tag indicates the maximum legal speed allowed on a segment/relation.
Such information is particularly important in a railway context,
because it helps to deduce whether a line can be used for highspeed railway service. However, the syntax of values for this
key is rather inconsistent, as different mappers use different
notations. For instance, among the top values for the key
maxspeed, we found the following variants: ‘X’ (=a number
indicating the speed in km/h), ‘X mph’ (=a number indicating
the speed in m/h), ‘Xmph’ (=as before). In addition, several
mappers use the key highspeed to indicate that a way segment
has a maxspeed of at least 200 km/h. Furthermore, railway
segments/relations are often tagged with the key gauge, which
describes the distance between the inside of the rails. For
instance, many gauge values have the keys 1435 or 1520.
During this stage we first normalize the values of maxspeed
by converting them to km/h (without unit). Our method can
accurately process all top 100 frequently occurring variants
of maxspeed values. Second, we propagate the values of
maxspeed and gauge from each relation to its referenced way
segments (values are only replaced if non-existent for way
segments).
3) Loading: Finally, the data is loaded according to the
structure N, L, S, f N , f L . In our implementation, we keep
all node-related information from OSM in f N . These include:
Latitude/longitude, level, name (in different languages), operator, uic_refs, and other meta data. We use latitude/longitude
pairs for connecting nodes to nearby segments. The other

Algorithm 1 Finding Overlapping Pairs of Components
Input: W R N = N, L, S, f N , f L 
Output: Pairs of components
1: Let C be the components in W R Nin
2: Let pair s = ∅
3: for N1 , L 1 , S1 , f N1 , f L 1  ∈ C do
4:
Let bb1 be the bounding box of N1 , with margin δ
5:
for N2 , L 2 , S2 , f N2 , f L 2  ∈ C do
6:
Let bb2 be the bounding box of N2 , with margin δ
7:
if bb1 and bb2 overlap then
8:
if |N1 | > |N2 | then
9:
pair s
=
pair s
∪
{N1 , L 1 , S1 , f N1 , f L 1 , N2 , L 2 , S2 , f N2 ,
f L 2 }
10:
else
11:
pair s
=
pair s
∪
{N2 , L 2 , S2 , f N2 , f L 2 , N1 , L 1 , S1 , f N1 ,
f L 1 }
12:
end if
13:
end if
14:
end for
15: end for
16: return: pair s

values are mainly used for presentation purposes. In addition,
we keep three types of information in f N for each link: Gauge,
maxspeed, and spatial length of the link. The gauge value is
used below to decide whether two network segments can be
connected; we only connect networks with the same gauge
values. The maxspeed information together with the spatial
length is used to estimate the time required to travel long a
segment, by dividing spatial distance through maxspeed.
B. Connecting the Network
The railway network, as modeled in OSM, is rather disconnected, yielding a few large and many smaller components.
The major reason is that mappers often create unnecessary
nodes when creating new segment endpoints. Since we are
interested in creating a global network, we need to come up
with a strategy to connect components. Obviously, connecting
components in an arbitrary way is not a good idea, since we
might connect parts of the network which are not connected
in reality. Therefore, we need to design a strategy, which can
connect components carefully, yet automatically. Moreover,
the method needs to be scalable, if applied to the global
network with millions of nodes.
The problem of connecting the network is broken down
into a filter-and-refine framework, in order to solve scalability
issues: First, we identify overlapping components, based on
their geographical proximity. Second, we decide for interesting
components whether and how they should be connected. This
method is inspired by state-of-the-art techniques in string
similarity join, where the goal is to find pairs of strings within
a given (edit) distance threshold [35].
Our algorithm for finding overlapping pairs of components
is shown in Algorithm 1. Essentially, this algorithm iterates
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over all pairs of components and checks whether their bounding box overlaps. Whenever the bounding boxes overlap, the
two components are added to the result. For the computation of the bounding box (extracted from latitude/longitude
coordinates of each node in the components), we add a small
margin of δ to each value. Without adding the margin, it
would be possible that two components have non-overlapping
bounding boxes, yet two nodes, one from each component,
are spatially close to each other. This cases happens, if both
nodes belong to the convex hull of their component. While the
time complexity of the algorithm is quadratic in the number
of components, the runtime in practice is rather small: There
are much fewer components than nodes in the WRN and the
check for bounding box overlap takes only a few CPU cycles.
It should be noted that the first component in the result set is
always the larger component: The rational is that we want to
avoid merging small components to other small components,
but rather attach small components to the few larger ones.
After the termination of Algorithm 1, we have discarded
several components pairs, which cannot be connected, because
they are two far away from each other.
Given a set of interesting component pairs, we decide next
whether and how to connect the components. Intuitively, we
want to merge two nodes from different components, if the
following two conditions are satisfied:
1) The distance between two nodes is smaller than a
threshold δComp.
2) The nodes are compatible, i.e., their gauge values are
either identical or at least one node’s gauge value is
missing.
The algorithm for merging components is shown in
Algorithm 2. In order to compute the nearest nodes between
two components, we could enumerate all pairs of nodes and
compute their distance. This process is time consuming, if
the number of nodes in each component is large (our initial
experiments following this naive approach did not finish to
compute within one week on a high-class server with 32 cores
and 320 GB RAM). In order to avoid checking all pairs of
nodes, we first compute a KD tree [36] for all nodes in the
larger component. The KD tree is a variant of binary search
trees, where each node in the tree corresponds to a multidimensional data point. Given a set of geospatial datapoints,
each node in the KD tree creates a hyperplane, which splits
the to-be-indexed nodes into two parts. Given a divide-andconquer strategy, KD trees can search the nearest point over a
collection of nodes in logarithmic time, avoiding to iterate all
nodes. A visualization of a KD tree for a small set of points
is shown in Figure 1.
Since a component is potentially merged with several other
interesting components, we compute and store the KD trees of
the larger components before processing the components pairs
in a loop. During the loop, for each component, we iterate over
all nodes in the component and search the nearest nodes in the
larger component using the KD tree. For all matching nodes,
we check whether the two nodes can be linked together, i.e.,
their distance is within threshold δComp and whether they are
sharing the same gauge value, and if yes, we record a new link
between both nodes in the variable NewLi nks. Here, we use
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Algorithm 2 Merging Components
Input: Set of pairs of interesting components C P =
{(ca1, cb1 ), . . . , (cam , cbm )}
Output: New links for the WRN
1: Let NewLi nks = ∅
2: Let NewLi nk Annotati on = ∅
3: Let allcomps = {c | ∃X.((c, X) ∈ C P)}
4: for c ∈ allcomps do
5:
Let K Dc be the KD-tree computed from lat/lon coordinates of nodes in c
6: end for
7: for (ca, cb) ∈ C P do
8:
Let Nb , L b , Sb , f Nb , f L b  = cb
9:
for n ∈ Nb do
10:
Use K Dca to find the all nodes in ca whose distance
to n is within a threshold δComp; let the result be
cand Nodes
11:
for n cand ∈ cand Nodes do
12:
if f Nb (n)["gauge"] =
f Nb (n cand )[ gauge ]
or
f Nb (n)[ gauge ]
=
or
f Nb (n cand )[ gauge ] = then
13:
Add (n, n cand to NewLi nks)
14:
Set NewLi nk Annotati on(n, n cand )[ gauge ]
=
max( f Nb (n)["gauge"], f Nb (n cand )[ gauge ]))
15:
end if
16:
end for
17:
end for
18: end for
19: return: pair s

Fig. 1. Example for a KD tree: The input consists of 8 points p1–p8 (left).
The KD tree has three hierarchical levels (center). Each cut of the KD tree
splits the plane recursively into two halves (right).

the notation f (n)[gauge] = to state that node n does not have
a gauge value assigned. Furthermore, we update the tags of
the new link accordingly. After executing Algorithm 2, many
small components are merged with the larger components in
the WRN.
C. Connecting Stations to the WRN
Mappers often model stations as nodes, but do not connect
them to the network. Moreover, several railway stations are
modeled as complex areas, without having a distinct node
representing the station. In Figure 2, we show an example for
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Algorithm 3 Triangle Filtering
Input: W R N = N, L, S, f N , f L 
Output: Network N, L, S, fN , f L  without triangles
1: for n ∈ N do
2:
if deg(n) == 2 then
3:
Let a, b be the neighbors of n in WRN
4:
if (a, b) ∈ L and length((a, b)) ≤ δT ri and n ∈
/ S
then
5:
Remove n from W R N (update N, L, f N , f L
accordingly)
6:
end if
7:
end if
8: end for
9: return: W R N
Fig. 2. Modeling of Beijing West railway station as areas, instead of nodes.
Data source: http://www.openstreetmap.org/way/30680817

one large railway station (Beijing West) in China modeled as
a complex area. We create distinct nodes from these complex
areas, by extracting all nodes and computing their mean
latitude/longitude values. Afterwards, we create an artificial
node pointing to the center of the area, and additionally take
over all tags of the complex area to the newly created node.
Please note that using the mean coordinates for the new node
representing the station is safe only, if the points are close to
each other. In the presence of outlier, a better way to compute
the representative coordinate could be computed by taking
the point with median coordinates or more sophisticated point
aggregation techniques. However, we have not found any case
in the worldwide railway network, where nodes attached to
the station relations/ways could be considered as outlier: The
nodes spanning up a way-modeled station are always within
a few dozen meters.
Moreover, we need to address the problem of isolated
nodes, many of which we have found in the data set. In general, given the KD tree of each component in the network
(note that we have already computed those in Section II-B),
we could try to find the closest nodes in each component
and connect them with the station, if the distance is within
a given threshold δStat. However, in our experiments, this
strategy failed for many stations, with the following reason:
In surprisingly many cases, stations are next to a very long
way segment, whose nodes are up to several km away from the
station; particularly in rural areas: The infrastructure network
in these regions is not modeled as accurate as inside cities,
where we can often find many nodes next to stations. Thus,
if a way segment follows roughly a straight line in reality,
they are often modeled with only few nodes. In summary, the
simple strategy of connecting closest nodes to stations does
not work.
Therefore, we have developed a different approach in our
study. As described above, we are actually interested in those
segments, whose perpendicular distance to the node is small
enough to connect the nodes, while the distance to the nodes
spanning up the segment is not relevant. In our implementation, we have computed the four closest nodes to a station.
For each way segment connected to one of these four nodes,

we compute the perpendicular distance between the station and
that way segment. Once the distance is smaller than a given
threshold δStat, we connect the station to that way segment.
D. Network Simplification
The goal of our study is to extract a global station-network
from OSM. So far, we have extracted a detailed infrastructure
model, containing several details not contributing to the station
network. These details include, for instance, exact curves
of railway lines inside cities at a resolution of few meters,
redundant connections between nodes introduced by mappers,
leftover railway spurs, yards, and sidings, off the main railway
track. Within the process of network simplification, we aim
to remove these details from the infrastructure network, in
order to obtain a skeleton network between stations. The
simplification consists of five steps, which are motivated and
described below.
1) Coordinate Reduction: When mappers add new segments into the OSM database, there is a trade-off between
accuracy and map coverage. In general, the goal is to have a
wide coverage and high accuracy; yet, often coverage comes
before accuracy: Initial efforts to add a new area to OSM might
introduce low accuracy data, while updating denser areas
should focus on accuracy.2 Therefore, identical nodes inside
OSM often have slightly different coordinates and identical
ways are often mapped as parallel. Therefore, we perform
an initial clustering of nodes, which merges nodes within a
distance threshold into a single node. In our implementation,
we merge nodes by rounding coordinates to a fixed number
of digits σ Res; i.e. the smaller σ Res, the more nodes will
be merged. The choice of the parameter σ Res is discussed in
Section III. In general, this step can be skipped, at the price
of obtaining a significantly larger (=number of nodes/links)
network in much greater detail. However, for the station
network we do not care about resolution of a few meters.
2) Triangle Filtering: After the process of coordinate reduction, we found that network contains many small triangles.
These triangles consist of one node n of degree two, opposite
to the (longest) base of the triangle and two other nodes which
2 See http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Accuracy for discussion.
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR N ETWORK S IMPLIFICATION
AND T HEIR A SSIGNED VALUES

are connected to the remaining part of the network. Unless
n is a station, we argue that these links can be removed from
the network, since all connections can go through the base of
the triangle. Note that for some analysis tasks, e.g., network
robustness, it might be necessary to keep all triangles inside:
During the failure at the base of the triangle, the other two
connections can be used as backup/alternative. The process
of triangle filtering is formalized in Algorithm 3. We iterate
over all nodes and remove the nodes, which are linked to
exactly two connected neighbors. For our station network, we
have removed the shorter sides of all those triangles, as long
as the base is shorter than a threshold δT ri . If an analysis
task requires a high level of detail, δT ri should be chosen as
small, or triangle filtering skipped. For the purpose of deriving
a station network (where only stations are nodes), δT ri can
be even set to several kilometers.
3) Path Rewriting: While coordinate reduction mainly
addresses mapping errors, path rewriting addresses a related
problem: Given a path between two nodes (e.g., stations),
we only care whether the two nodes are connected and how
long the distance is. The actual physical layout of a path
into segments is not important for our study; particularly
small curves at the resolution of a few hundred meters.
Therefore, within path rewriting, we identify maximum, cyclefree paths P in a network, such that all nodes on the path
have at most a degree of two, none of the nodes is a station,
gauge information along the path is compatible, and maxspeed
is compatible. We replace links only, for which these two
attributes coincide. If two consecutive links do not share the
same maxspeed and gauge value, then we will not merge them
during path rewriting. After discarding links with different
maxspeed/gauge values, for each p ∈ P, we remove all
segments from p and replace them by a single link from the
start of p to the end of p. While replacing paths, we keep
track of the spatial distance of all links on the path, in order
to have accurate representations of distances in the network.
In our implementation, we rewrite all paths of length at most
δ Rewr . Moreover, in case of multiple paths between the same
pair of nodes, we only keep the shortest path.
4) Leftover Path Removal: After performing previous simplification steps, the network contains several links (a, b), such
that a is a node with degree one and b is either a station
or a node with degree of at least two, i.e., paths yielded by
path rewriting. As long as node a is not a station, it is safe
to remove the link (a, b) from the network, since no interstation connection will be affected. Therefore, we remove all
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such links with a distance below threshold δ Eli m. The case
of (b, a) is processed in the same way as (a, b).
5) Removal of Irrelevant Components: After merging components in the network (Section II-B), we still have (usually
very small) components, which are not connected to the main
network. These components do not significantly contribute
to the skeleton network, particularly if they do not contain
any stations. Therefore, we remove all components from the
network, which satisfy any of the three constraints below:
1) There are less than two stations connected to the component c.
2) The number of nodes in the component is less than
threshold mi n N.
3) The area of the bounding box of the component is less
than threshold mi n A.
After performing these simplification steps, we obtained the
final WRN skeleton; please note that we have also removed
all redundant links, i.e. links connecting the same pairs of
nodes. In Table I, we give an overview about the parameters
for network simplification and the values that were assigned
in our evaluation (see below).
III. R ESULTS
In this section, we report the results for our preliminary analysis of the WRN. In Section III-A, we evaluate
and discuss the influence of parameters on the extraction
of the railway network from OpenStreetMap. Section III-B
presents the largest components of the WRN and discusses the applicability of the network for high-speed railway analysis. All experiments were executed on a server
with 32 cores and 320 GB RAM, running Fedora 21
(Linux 4.1.13-100.fc21.x86_64).
A. Parameter Estimation
Our method for extracting the WRN from OpenStreetMap
has several parameters, which guide the quality (level of detail
in the network) and efficiency (in terms of running time of the
algorithm). In this subsection, we analyze the sensitivity of all
parameters used in our study. Since the computation of the
WRN is rather time consuming, computing a single network
snapshot takes between a few hours and more than a day,
we do not perform sensitivity analysis on the whole network,
but on selected subnetworks. For our study, we have chosen
three regional networks: 1) the network of Berlin-Brandenburg
area, 2) the complete network of China, and 3) the complete
network of Australia-Oceania. Given the difference in size
and geographical position, these three examples serve well for
our purpose of discussing the effects of different parameter
choices.
1) Merging Components: The maximum distance δComp
decides whether two nodes from different components should
be connected. If this parameter is too small, then the resulting
network contains many components; several of which are
introduced by mapping errors. On the other hand, if we
chose this parameter too large, then we merge components
that are not supposed to be merged, because they represent
different subnetworks. In Figure 3, we show the number of
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Fig. 3. Distance threshold δComp plotted against the number of components
in the networks.

Fig. 6. Effect analysis of the parameter δ Rewr. Increasing δ Rewr, many
links between stations and infrastructure crossings become straight lines;
thereby abstracting the network structure into a skeleton.

Fig. 4. Distance threshold δStat plotted against the number of stations in
the networks (connected=green, disconnected=red).

Fig. 7. Number of nodes in components plotted against the area as induced
by the bounding box (Blue: components contains stations, Green: component
without stations). It can be seen that there exists a few larger components
containing stations and many smaller components without stations connected
to them. Components without stations can be discarded in our study, since
they do not contribute to the connectivity between stations.

Fig. 5. Sensitivity analysis of the parameter σ Res. Decreasing σ Res from
3 to 1, the network develops from a fine-grained representation into a coarser
structure. (a) σ Res = 3. (b) σ Res = 2. (c) σ Res = 1.

components in the three regional networks, with a varying
distance threshold δComp. The values can be fitted by an
S-curve, with a slow initial decrease for small δComp, a rapid
decrease with medium distances and a rather slow decrease
for large δComp. For the remainder of our study, we chose
δComp = 0.1, which means that parts of the network which
are within 100 m, are considered to be connectable. For some
applications, this threshold might be too high; yet for our
purpose of creating the station network, it turned out to be
appropriate.
2) Connecting Stations: The maximum distance δ St at ion
decides how stations are connected to the surrounding
infrastructure. Again, choosing this threshold is a tradeoff
between the elimination of mapping errors and the merging
of physically unconnected stations. In Figure 4, we show the
number of connected and unconnected stations in the three
regional networks, with a varying distance threshold δStat.
We can observe a similar S-curve as with the merging of

components. For the rest of our study, we chose δStat = 0.2,
which means that a station is connected to infrastructure within
200 m. This resolution is sufficient in our case; with a focus on
the global station network. If we let δStat = 0.1, we found
that several larger railway stations, for instance, Hankou in
Wuhan City, China, are not connected to the network, because
the (center of the) station building is too far away from the
railway infrastructure network.
3) Network Simplification: Next, we evaluate the influence of the two network simplification parameters σ Res and
δ Rewr on the network. In Figure 5, we show the results for
σ Res ∈ {1, 2, 3} with fixed δ Rewr = 0. It can be seen that
the networks σ Res = 1 are significantly coarser than for
the other values, which makes the network rather unusable.
Starting from σ Res = 2, the overall network structure is
preserved, Moreover, in Figure 6, we can clearly see the effect
of path rewriting for δ Rewr ∈ {0, 50} with fixed σ Res = 2.
For δ Rewr = 0, the links between stations follow the real
infrastructure. For δ Rewr = 50, the links between stations
(and important infrastructure nodes) are mostly reduced to
straight lines. It should be noted that the number of nodes
and links varies significantly between these networks. For the
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Fig. 8.
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The ten largest components in the worldwide railway network.

TABLE II
T OP T EN C OMPONENTS OF THE W ORLDWIDE R AILWAY N ETWORK ,
O RDERED BY THE N UMBER OF N ODES . BB S TANDS FOR
B OUNDING B OX OF THE C OMPONENT

remainder of our study, we chose σ Res = 2 and δ Rewr = 50.
Moreover, we let δT ri = 3, in order to remove smaller
triangles from the network (to improve the results of path
rewriting) and δ Eli m = 5, in order to remove station-less
links in the periphery of the network.
4) Unnecessary Components Filtering: We evaluate the two
remaining parameters for filtering unnecessary components,
mi n N and mi n A, in Figure 7. We can see that there are
usually a few components covering a large area and covering
the large majority of nodes, while many smaller components
are composed of 10–100 nodes only. It is interesting to notice
that stations occur usually in larger components. Therefore, in
the remaining part, we set mi n N = 100 and mi n A = 10.
B. Worldwide Railway Network: Preliminary Analysis
After tuning the parameters according to previous sections,
we have extracted the worldwide railway network. In Figure 8,
the ten largest components are depicted with different color.
Table II, summarizes statistical properties of these components. The largest components covers Europe and large part
of East Asia (plus India). The second largest component
covers North America, followed by Japan and South America.
The number of nodes in the top three networks is significantly

larger than for the remaining components. However, statistical
properties are quite similar, with a very low density. We have
further analyzed the degree distribution. Most of the nodes
have exactly two neighbors: Either being constituted by a
station (most frequently) or as a node not yet eliminated by
path rewriting.
In Figure 9, we plot all railway links with a maxspeed value
larger than 200 km/h. As it can be seen, the result closely
resembles the well known high-speed railway regions across
the world, including larger areas in Spain, France, Germany,
China, Japan, and South Korea. Nevertheless, it should be kept
in mind, that the information in OSM might be incomplete.
The results of our analysis together with the code, can be used
by other researchers and mappers to identify regions for which
the data about railway transportation is incomplete.
The worldwide railway network, as extracted in our study,
can be used to predict the travel time between stations
(or cities) in the network. In order to estimate the travel
time between two stations, we compute the weights in the
network as follows: For each link, we assign the weight
h
w = lengt
speed , where length is the physical length of the segment
in km and speed is the maxspeed for the segment (we use
100 km/h, if no data is available). In Figure 10, we plot the
predicted travel times for four different regions: Australia,
China, Europe, and USA. For Australia, we analyzed the
five stations: North Melbourne, Sydney Redfern, Canberra,
Wagga-Wagga, and Newcastle Broadmeadow. For China, we
have used the following five major stations: Beijing West,
Xi’an North, Zhengzhou East, Hankou, and Changsha South.
For Central Europe, we plot the predicted and scheduled travel time between the following five major stations:
Paris Nord, Munich Central Station, Berlin Hauptbahnhof
(tief), Strasbourg, and Bruxelles-Centrale. For USA, we
have used main stations in the following five cities
along the East Coast: New York, Baltimore, Philadelphia,
Washington DC, and Boston. Scheduled travel times
were looked up on train operator webpages (http://www.
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Fig. 9. Extract of the high-speed railway network. Speed limits are indicated as follows: Green (200–279 km/h), blue (280–349 km/h), and red ≥350 km/h).
The snapshot correctly assembles the important HSR regions, such as, Spain, France, Germany, China, Japan, South Korea, and along the east coast of US.

Fig. 10.

Predicted travel time plotted against scheduled travel time for ten city pairs in Australia (a), China (b), and Europe (c), and USA (d).

nswtrainlink.info for Australia, https://kyfw.12306.cn/otn/
leftTicket/init for China, http://www.bahn.de for Europe, and
https://tickets.amtrak.com/itd/amtrak for USA); for each connection we selected the fastest available train connection.
It can be seen that the data provides an accurate estimation
of the scheduled travel time. In fact the predicted travel
times is often smaller, since in our simplified model a) we
do not consider the time spent for stops at trains stations,
b) we assume that a train always travels at maximal possible
speed, c) that a train always follows the best possible path
(i.e., shortest path in the travel time network), and d) that
a passenger does not need to change trains. For USA, the
predicted travel times are slightly higher than the real travel
times. The reason is that the maxspeed value for railway lines
of Amtrak is sometimes not tagged with a maxspeed value in
OSM: In these cases our algorithm falls back to the normal
railway speed, which is less than 50% of the actual speed for
large parts of the infrastructure. The deviation from predicted
travel times to actual travel times could be used to improve
OSM data in the future, by adding appropriate maxspeed tags.
It should be noted, that we have found some rare cases, for
which the predicted travel time is significantly lower than the
scheduled travel time. One such case is the connection between

Xi’an North and Shanghai Hongqiao, whose predicted travel
time is 5 hours, but the scheduled travel time is 12 hours.
However, in June 2016, a new connection will be established
between these two train stations, with a scheduled travel time
of 5 hours. This example should also again underline that the
travel times from the data are indeed a lower bound on the
minimum reachability between stations/cities, not the actual
travel time.
We have performed some additional experiments which
show the impact of the network simplification on the performance of travel time estimation. First, we have measured
the running time of travel distance estimations. On average, a
single query to determine the distance between two random
stations on the original graph takes around 120 seconds.
However, on the reduced graph, these query times are reduced
to 3-5 seconds for a station pair. This 20-fold reduction in
running time justifies the simplification already. The second
reason for reducing the graph is the memory consumption.
The original graph representation of the worldwide network
needs approx. 1 GB of memory without any indexing structures. Once loaded into main memory, using the network
toolkit NetworkX, the graph requires 40 GB. The reduced
graph, on the other hand, requires only 45 MB on the hard disk
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and less than 2 GB of main memory. Therefore, we believe
that the reduction of nodes/links is of practical relevance.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a method to extract the worldwide railway network, where a node is a waypoint/station and
a link between two nodes describes whether two nodes are
physically connected in the infrastructure network. As a data
source, we used the free OpenStreetMap. We solved several
data management problems, such as data cleansing and scalability. Our work is a contribution towards the ability of better
understanding global mobility patterns, in the face of multimodal transportation. Researchers can use our methods and
algorithms to investigate large-scale cooperation/competition
between air transport and railway systems, the analysis of
global multi-layer transportation resilience, and more accurate
mode-dependent origin-destination demand estimation.
For future work, it would be interesting, yet challenging, to
enhance the infrastructure data with real passenger data and
schedule information. One way would be to regularly scrape
webpages of railway operators or try to use other open data
sets, such as GTFS-based releases. However, to the best of
our knowledge, most of such datasets are for local regions
only. Merging data into a consistent global database is a
challenging task; yet, the gains of such a scientific data set
clearly outweigh the efforts. Overall, we hope that our work
spurs the development of a global railway database, free to
use for academic research.
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